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OBSTRUCTIONS TO FOLIATION PRESERVING 
LIE GROUP ACTIONS? 
CONNOR LAZAROV and HERBERT SHULMAN 
(Rrceivrd 18 May 1978) 
Let F be a foliation of a manifold M. Our main result is that certain exotic classes of 
F are obstructions to the existence of a finite dimensional transverse Lie algebra of 
vector fields on M which preserve F. 
More specifically, let F be a codimension q foliation on M. A vector fieldY 
preserves F if [Y, 21 is tangent to F whenever 2 is tangent to F. 
Definition. Vector fields X,, . . ., X, form a Lie algebra over R if 
[Xi, Xj] = 2 cyx, where C,‘,’ E R 
Definition. A k-field {X,, . .,X,} transverse to F is a set of k everywhere 
independent vector fields such that the span of X,, . . .,X, at each point has 0 
intersection with F. 
Let cyF: H*( WO,)-, H*(M; R) be the map which defines the exotic classes of 
Fill. 
THEOREM. Let {X,, . . ., X,} be a k-field transverse to F which forms a Lie algebra 
over R and such that each Xi preserves F. Let hlCJ E WO, be such that degree 
C, > 2(q - k). Then a,(h,C,) = 0. 
Remarks. 1. In [2] we obtain a stronger conclusion in the case where [Xi, Xi] = 0 
for all i, j. In this case we showed that a F is zero on the kernel of H*( WO,)-+ 
H*( WO,_p). If degree C, > 2(q - k) then h,C, is in this kernel, but in the present 
situation we do not know if LY,= 0 on the entire kernel. 
7. If G is a Lie group acting locally freely transverse to F on M and which maps 
leaves of F to leaves of F then the Lie algebra of G gives rise to such vector fields. 
Namely, if 3c,, . . ., xk is a basis of the Lie algebra of G, xi(t) is the one parameter group 
of XL, and (Xi), = (dldt)(xi(t)m),=o, then Xl,. . ., X, and F satisfy the hypothesis of the 
theorem. Thus the non-vanishing of h/Z, where degree C’, > 2(q - k) obstructs the 
existence of a k-dimensional Lie group acting transversally locally freely and 
preserving F. 
3. We now construct explicit examples of this situation. Let V be vector space of 
dimension q and G --) A UT( V) a linear representation of a semi-simple Lie group. Let 
XI,. . ., xt be a basis of a sub algebra of END(V) which lies in the commuting ring 
HOMG(V, V) of the representation. Xi gives rise, via the action of its one parameter 
group, to the linear vector field Xi. X1,. . ., X, form a finite dimensional Lie algebra 
and each Xi commutes with G. Let S be the subset of V on which X1,. . .,X, are 
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dependent, let K be a maximal compact subgroup of G and let I be a co-compact 
discrete subgroup of G. Then G/K ; (V - S) has a co-dimension q foliation F, coming 
from the foliation of G/K x (V - S) whose leaves are G/K x point. The Xi give rise to 
independent vector fields Xi on G/K X (V - S) since they commute with G. X,, . ., X, 
on G/K x (V - S) satisfy the hypoth&es of the theorem. In this case, in fact, all the 
r 
exotic classes of F are zero. 
Proof of Theorem. We will introduce a special Bott connection V for F. K will be 
the curvature tensor of this connection. We will show 
(1) K( Y,, Yz) = 0 for Y,, YZ tangent to F, 
(2) K(Y, Xi) = 0 for Y tangent to F and i = 1,. . ., k, and 
(3) K(Xi, Xi) = 0 for all i, j. From this it follows that f(K) = 0 for any ad-invariant 
homogeneous polynomial function f of degree greater than q - k and the theorem 
follows. 
Let (,) be a Riemaniann metric on M chosen so that F and X,, . . .,X, are 
orthogonal and X,, . . ., Xk are mutually orthogonal and have length one. We can 
identify the normal Bundle E to F as the orthogonal complement of F. Let D be any 
Bott connection for F on E. We define a new connection V on E by 
V YS = i (Y, Xj)[Xj, S] + DY,S 
j=l 
k 
where Y is any tangent vector, Y = C (Y, Xi)Xi + Y, is the orthogonal decomposition 
j=l 
of Y, S is any lifting of s a vector field, and [Xi, S] is taken mod F and so is a section 
of E. For Y tangent to F, Y = Y, and Vys = Dys = [Y, s]. Thus V is a Bott connection 
for F. Also V,,s = [Xi, S]. 
Let K be the curvature tensor of V. We compute the relevant curvature terms. For 
Y,, YZ tangent to F V,,V,s = V,,[Y,, S] = [Y,, [Yz, S]]. Similarly V,Vr,s = 
[ Y2, [ Y,, S]]. V,,,,,,s = [[Y,, YJ, S] since [Y,, Yz] is tangent to F. So K( Y,, Yl)s = 
vy,v,s - v.vy,s - VIY,,Yzl s =[Y,,[Y?,Sll-[Yz,[Y,,Sll-[[Y,, Yzl,A=O by the 
Jacobi identity. For Y tangent to F, [Y, Xi] is tangent to F by hypothesis. Thus 
V,V,S = Vy[Xici, S] = [Y, [X7 41, VX,VYS = [X, [Y, ill and V,y.,y,,~ = [[Y, X;], S]. SO 
K(Y, Xi)s =O as in the previous argument. Next V,,Vq = Vx,[X,. S] = [Xii, [Xi, S]]. 
Similarly Vx,V,y,s = [Xj, [Xi, $11. Now [Xi, Xj] = f: cf’.j’X, where c/‘.‘) are constants. So 
V[,x,jS = 7 C/““Vx,S = 7 C,“.“[X/, S] = [T Cl(i’j)Xl* S] = [[Xi, Xj], S]. Thus as before 
K(Xi, Xi)s = 0 by the Jacobi identity. 
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